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THE   DOWNEY   CARES   COLLABORATIVE   (DCC)   FORMATIVE   EVALUATION  

 

EXECUTIVE   SUMMARY  

The   Downey   Cares   Collaborative   (DCC)   is   a   coalition   of    public-private   organizations  
based   in   the   City   of   Downey,   California,   whose   mission   is   to   identify   and   coordinate   the   resources  
of   the   community   to   address   the   needs   of   children   and   families   served   by   the   Los   Angeles   County  
Department   of   Children   and   Family   Services   (DCFS)   Santa   Fe   Springs   office.      The   purpose   of   this  
formative   evaluation   is   to   determine   whether   the   DCC   achieved   its   objectives   during   its   first   year,  
to   uncover   the   benefits   of   participation   in   the   DCC,   to   give   thought   to   objectives   for   its   second  
year,   and   to   discuss   the   feasibility   of   expanding   the   scope   of   the   DCC   to   additional   cities   within  
Los   Angeles   County.    Five   individual   interviews   with   six   members   of   the   DCC   and   two   group  
interviews   with   twelve   DCFS   administrators   and   staff   were   conducted.    The   interviews   were  
transcribed   and   analyzed   and   the   results,   discussion,   and   conclusions   are   presented.  

The   results   indicate   that   the   DCC   has   met   its   objectives   in   “ Education   and   Career  
Support”,   “Recruit   Foster   Parents/Establish   Visitation   Centers”,   “Mental   Health  
Services/Counseling”,   and   “Material   Resources/Support”;    that   the   members   of   the   DCC   benefit  
from   their   participation   in   the   DCC;   that   they   want   the   DCC   to   continue   to   address   additional  
needs/issue-areas   for   its   second   year;   and   that   they   have   important   points   to   consider   regarding   the  
feasibility   of   expanding   the   scope   of   the   DCC   to   additional   cities   within   Los   Angeles   County.  

In   its   inaugural   year,    the   DCC   has   been   able   to   1)   support   prevention   efforts   within   the  
community,   2)   engage   the   local   faith-based   organizations   to   recruit   foster   parents,   and   3)   build   the  
community’s   capacity   for   prevention   by   assembling   a   diverse   coalition   of   organizations   across  
public,   private,   and   nonprofit   sectors   that   work   together   to   meet   the   needs   of   children   and   families.   

In   order   to   expand   the   scope   of   the   DCC   Model   to   other   cities   in   Los   Angeles   County,   it   is  
recommended   that   the   DCC   invite   and   incorporate   the   remaining   ten   cities   within   the   Santa   Fe  
Springs   service   area   as   a   pilot   program    1)   to   build   upon   the   networking   strength   of   the   DCC   to  
invite   and   convene   participants   from   their   contacts   in   neighboring   cities;   2)   to   expand   the  
capabilities   of   the   DCC   to   meet   the   additional   needs   of   DCFS   children   and   families   and   address  
the   additional   goals   and   objectives   of   DCFS,   especially   in   the   City   of   South   Gate;   and   3)   to  
consider   replicating   this   model   in   other   DCFS   Regional   Offices   throughout   Los   Angeles   County  
in   the   future.  
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THE   DOWNEY   CARES   COLLABORATIVE   (DCC)   FORMATIVE   EVALUATION  

 
INTRODUCTION  

The   Downey   Cares   Collaborative   (DCC)   is   a   coalition   of    public-private   organizations  
based   in   the   City   of   Downey,   California,   whose   mission   is   to   identify   and   coordinate   the   resources  
of   the   city   to   address   the   needs   of   children   and   families   served   by   the   Los   Angeles   County  
Department   of   Children   and   Family   Services   (DCFS)   Santa   Fe   Springs   office.  

The   impetus   behind   the   DCC   originated   from   the   support   of   Los   Angeles   County  
Supervisor   Janice   Hahn   and   Los   Angeles   County   DCFS   Director   Bobby   Cagle   and   the   passion   of  
Downey   Mayor   Rick   Rodriguez.    Supervisor   Hahn’s   Children   and   Human   Services   Deputy   Maral  
Karacussian   facilitated   our   access   to   DCFS   Regional   Administrator   Jennifer   Lopez   and   her  
administrative   staff,   who   provided   us   with   focus-areas   of   need   for   the   children   and   families   that  
they   serve.   

The   DCC   began   in   June   2018,   with   its   inaugural   meeting   at   the   Downey   Public   Library,   in  
the   City   of   Downey.    The   membership   consists   of   public   and   private   organizations,   including   local  
government,   local   school   districts,   faith-based   organizations,   community-based   human   service  
organizations,   and   nonprofits   (see   Table   1).  

With   the   support   of   Mayor   Rodriguez   and   the   City   of   Downey,   the   DCC   established  
regular   monthly   meetings   to   discuss   the   work   of   the   collaborative,   share   information,   and   solve  
problems.    After   presenting   DCFS’   identified   needs   for   their   children   and   families,   the   DCC  
agreed   to   address   on   the   following   focus-areas   to   support   the   work   of   DCFS:  

1. Education   and   Career   Support  

2. Recruit   Foster   Parents/Establish   Visitation   Centers  

3. Mental   Health   Services/Counseling  

4. Material   Resources/Support  

Beginning   in   May   2019,   near   the   end   of   the   first   year   of   the   DCC,   I   conducted   a   formative  
evaluation   to   provide   insight   to   our   stakeholders   and   members    about   the   results   of   our   efforts:    to  
uncover   the   benefits   of   participation   in   the   DCC,   to   assess   the   impact   of   the   DCC   on   the   work   of  
DCFS,   to   determine   DCFS’s   needs/issue-areas   for   Year   2,   and   to   discuss   the   feasibility   of  
expanding   the   scope   of   the   DCC   to   additional   cities   within   Los   Angeles   County.  
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Table   1    Downey   Cares   Collaborative   Membership  

Organization-Public  Description  

City   of   Downey,   Mayor’s   Office  Municipal   Government  

City   of   Downey,   Dept.   of   Parks   &   Recreation  Municipal   Government  

Downey   Unified   School   District,   Board   of   Directors  Local   School   District  

Downey   Unified   School   District,  
Program   Specialist   Staff  

Foster   youth   liaisons   and   social   workers   in   local   school  
district  

Los   Angeles   County   Board   of   Supervisors,   District   4  County   government  

Los   Angeles   County   
Department   of   Children   and   Family   Services  

County   child   protective   services   agency  

Los   Angeles   County   Department   of   Mental   Health  County   mental   health   agency  

Los   Angeles   County   Office   of   Education  County   office   of   education  

South   East   Los   Angeles   County  
Workforce   Development   Board  

Workforce   development  

Organization-Private  Description  

Courage   Forward  Provides   support   network   and   resources   for   veterans.  

Downey   Clergy   Council  Council   of   52   Downey   Churches  

Exchange   Club   Family   Support   Center  Provides   parent-aide   and   parenting   education   services  

The   Play   Date  A   modern   creative   play   space   ideal   for   parents   and  
children   up   to   six   years   of   age.  

True   Lasting   Connections   (TLC)   Family   Resource   Center  Provides   resources   and   support   to   the   families   in   the  
Downey   community  

 

METHODOLOGY  

Between   May   9   and   June   14,   2019,   I   conducted   five   individual   and   two   group   interviews  
with   core   members   of   the   DCC,   representing   DCFS,   City   of   Downey,   Downey   Unified   School  
District,   community-based   organizations,   Los   Angeles   County   Department   of   Mental   Health,   and  
the   Downey   Clergy   Council.    The   interviews   were   transcribed   and   analyzed.    The   results,  
discussion,   summary,   and   recommendations   are   presented   in   this   report.   
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RESULTS  

Meeting   Objectives:    How   well   has   the   Downey   Cares   Collaborative   (DCC)   met   its  
Objectives?  

DCC   members   interviewed   for   this   evaluation   provided   examples   of   how   each   of   the   DCC  
objectives   were   met   during   this   past   year.  

Material   resources   and   support.     DCFS   had   identified   the   need   to   provide   their   children  
and   families   with   material   resources   and   support,   and   they   were   very,   very   happy   about   the  
amount   of   resources   provided,   as   well   as   the   generosity   and   responsiveness   of   the  
community-based   donors.  

For   example,   in   December   at   the   DCFS   Santa   Fe   Springs   office   holiday   party   for   the  
children   and   families,   DCC   partners   were   able   to   secure   toys   for   an   estimated   350-400   children.  
According   to   DCFS   staff,   in   the   past,   DCFS   “struggled”   to   secure   enough   toys   for   their   children:  

“We   did   not   know   that   we   had   these   resources   in   the   city.   How   would   I   know?    One   year  
we   had   contests   for   the   workers   to   fill   up   boxes   from   their   own   pockets.    But   just   knowing  
that   we   have   a   community   partner   like   the   Downey   Rotary   Club,   we   would   have   never  
have   known   that,   if   we   did   not   have   the   DCC.”  

 
When   DCFS   made   the   request   for   toys   to   the   DCC,   Downey   Mayor   Rick   Rodriguez   made  

sure   that   the   Downey   Rotary   Club   provided   the   bulk   of   the   toys   for   the   holiday   event.    DCFS  
secured   donations   from   the   Los   Angeles   County   Fire   Department   and   the   Whittier   Police  
Department.    Excess   toys   from   the   event   were   kept   in   a   “toy   closet”,   where   children   who   are  
brought   into   the   office   after   hours   can   pick   out   a   toy   for   themselves.   

DCFS   staff   were   also   impressed   with   the   DCFS   Holiday   Party,   when   the   toys   were  
distributed   to   the   children:  

“The   event   was   amazing.    I   have   never   seen   an   event   that   nice   and   that   big.    It   was  
awesome   to   see   the   Mayor   here,   Maral   (Supervisor   Hahn’s   deputy)   was   even   here.    She  
was   even   blown   away.    They   toys   were   totally   packed   to   the   ceiling!”  
 
The   DCC   has   been   able   to   provide   resources   for   children   and   families   at   other   times  

throughout   this   past   year.    For   Thanksgiving   2018,   the   Downey   Clergy   Council   adopted   20   DCFS  
families   who   received   food   baskets   to   prepare   their   own   Thanksgiving   meals   or   received   fully  
prepared   meals   hosted   by   a   church.    For   Thanksgiving   2019,   New   Season   Church   in   Downey   is  
already   planning   to   host   300   families.    In   addition,   thanks   to   a   connection   made   through   DCC,  
DCFS   was   able   to   secure   Easter   baskets   donations   from   a   local   high   school   club,   Athletes   in  
Action   (AIA).    In   August   2019,   through   the   DCC,   DCFS   referred   its   children   and   youth   to  
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Calvary   Chapel’s   Backpack   Giveaway   Event   (Appendix   A),   where   they   distributed   over   800  
backpacks   with   school   supplies.  

Last-minute,   emergency   and   urgent   requests   for   resources   have   been   met   by   DCC  
members   and   material   resources   have   been   brought   to   the   DCC   that   have   been   distributed   to   DCC  
member   agencies.    For   example,   one   of   the   DCFS   Parents   In   Partnership   workers   reached   out   to  
DCFS   and   the   DCC   for   a   mother   who   came   home   from   the   hospital   with   her   child   and   needed   a  
crib   with   a   mattress.    One   of   the   partners   wanted   to   help,   and   the   organization   delivered   the   crib  
and   mattress   directly   to   the   family.    At   another   DCC   meeting,   a   Los   Angeles   County   Sheriff’s  
Department   (LASD)   chaplain   announced   that   he   was   giving   away   blankets   for   the   homeless.  
DMH,   which   has   two   homeless   outreach   programs,   contacted   LASD   and   received   the   donation   of  
the   blankets   for   their   homeless   clients.   

“At   one   of   the   meetings,   someone   from   Rotary   was   talking   about   donating   blankets.    He  
happened   to   be   at   the   meeting   and   saw   us   there.    The   next   day   after   our   meeting,   he   comes  
in   with   a   big   huge   bundle   of   blankets--he   remembered   that   Rotary   gave   us   toys,   so   he  
thought   that   we   needed   blankets   too.”  

Recruit   foster   parents   &   establish   visitation   centers.     DCFS   identified   the   need   to  
increase   the   number   of   foster   homes   in   Downey   and   throughout   the   DCFS   Santa   Fe   Springs  
service   area   and   the   need   to   establish   visitation   centers.    The   DCC   engaged   in   foster   parent  
recruitment   through   its   participation   in   the   “Fostering   Home:    Los   Angeles   County”,   sponsored   by  
LA   County   Supervisor   Janice   Hahn,   DCFS,   Los   Angeles   County   Department   of   Probation,  
Resource   Family   Approval,   Foster   All,   Raise   a   Child,   KidSave,   Center   for   Strategic   Partnerships,  
New   Season   Church   in   Downey,   and   the   City   of   Downey.    Fostering   Home   was   a   community  
event   designed   to   make   the   process   of   becoming   a   foster   or   adoptive   parent   easier   and   more  
inclusive   for   all   families.    DCFS   administrators   shared   with   DCC   their   hopes   to   have   ten   new  
foster   homes   in   Downey   from   this   event.   

On   May   4,   2019,   the   Fostering   Home   event   brought   nearly   500   people     to   New   Season  
Church   in   Downey,   which   represented   196   households--the   largest   turnout   of   households   from   all  
the   Fostering   Home   events   countywide.    Of   the   614   households   that   attended   the   eight   Fostering  
Home   events   held   in   Los   Angeles   County   this   year,   the   Downey   event   attracted   nearly   32%  
(n=196).    Thirty-seven   of   these   households   that   attended   the   Downey   event   were   walk-ins   from  
the   community   who   did   not   RSVP.    No   other   event   in   Los   Angeles   County   had   walk-ins   from   the  
community.    Currently,   a   total   of   55   households   from   the   Downey   event   are   in   training,   which  
represents   27%   of   the   total   number   countywide,   and   8   of   the   Downey   households   have   completed  
training,   which   is   38%   of   the   total   of   households   that   have   completed   training   countywide  
(Appendix   B).    DCFS   Director   Bobby   Cagle   took   notice   of   the   Downey   Fostering   Home   event   in  
his   "Message   from   the   Director"   (Appendix   C).  
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The   respondents   stated   that   the   DCC   was   instrumental   in   the   success   of   this   event.    The  

DCC’s   established   relationship   with   the   Downey   Clergy   Council   led   the   event   organizers   to   secure  
the   venue,   New   Season   Church,   for   the   event   and   to   direct   FosterAll   to   reach   out   to   potential  
foster   parents   through   faith-based   organizations   in   Downey   to   facilitate   their   understanding   of   the  
foster   care   process.    A   clergy   member   shared:  

“We   had   FosterAll   come   and   speak   to   our   church   to   share   about   the   May   4th   event,   but  
also   to   share   about   foster   children   and   becoming   a   foster   parent.    Alot   of   our   congregation  
had   no   idea.    So   it   opened   a   lot   of   eyes,   and   got   them   excited,   it   really   moved   them.”   

FosterAll   will   continue   to   make   foster   parent   presentations   to   Downey   churches   and   will  
follow-up   with   all   people   who   have   expressed   interest   in   pursuing   foster   parenthood.  
Additionally,   DCC   members   distributed   Fostering   Home   event   invitations   (Appendix   D)   and  
information   across   their   professional   networks,   agency   websites,   and   social   media   to   assure   a  
good   turnout.    One   DCFS   staff   person   remarked,   “We   wouldn’t   have   had   that   many   people   if   we  
didn’t   have   DCC   because   the   DCC   were   able   to   solicit   and   advertise   a   lot   more   than   we   would  
have.    It   was   very   helpful.”  

DCC   explored   the   establishment   of   visitation   centers   for   DCFS   children   and   families   with  
the   Downey   Clergy   Council.    DCFS   and   the   Downey   Clergy   Council   expressed   their   interest   in  
pursuing   this   objective   during   the   next   year.  

Education   and   career   support.     DCFS   expressed   their   desire   to   ensure   that   their   high  
school   seniors   were   on   track   to   graduate.    Downey   Unified   School   District   estimates   that   students  
who   are   identified   as   foster   youth   have   a   graduation   rate   at   88%.    This   may   not   be   totally   accurate,  
since   the   district   only   counts   graduating   foster   youth   if   their   cases   are   still   open   at   the   time   that  
they   graduate.    Nonetheless,   a   total   of   thirty-eight   foster   youth   served   at   the   DCFS   Santa   Fe  
Springs   office   graduated   in   2019,   and   the   Santa   Fe   Springs   office   hosted   its   first   high   school  
graduation   celebration   for   its   graduating   high   school   students   (Appendix   E).    The   DCC   supported  
this   event   by   providing   gift   bags   for   each   of   the   students,   courtesy   of   a   Downey   church   from   the  
Downey   Clergy   Council,   gift   cards   from   Mayor   Rick   Rodriguez   and   the   City   of   Downey,   and  
certificates   from   DCFS   and   from   Mayors   and   City   Councilmembers   from   the   students’   cities   of  
residence.  

As   a   beneficiary   of   their   participation   in   the   DCC,   DCFS   was   able   to   connect   with  
Downey   Unified   School   District   (DUSD)   social   workers   who   work   with   foster   youth   and  
homeless   youth.   One   DCC   member   remarked:  

“We’re   very   familiar   with   DCFS.    It   was   a   good   way   for   us   to   communicate   with   DCFS  
about   what   we   are   doing   in   the   schools,   and   the   process   about   who   to   contact   to   get   things  
done   more   efficiently.”  
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DCFS   and   Downey   Unified   School   District   (DUSD)   worked   collaboratively   to   identify  

ILP-eligible   students,   to   provide   resources   to   youth,   to   promote   academic   success,   and   to   provide  
workshops   for   high   school   seniors   to   complete   Free   Application   for   Federal   Student   Aid  
(FAFSA).   A   DUSD   social   worker   singled   out   a   DCFS   worker   as   being   very   helpful   in   facilitating  
transition   meetings   with   foster   youth   and   access   to   services   for   AB   12   foster   youth.    She   stated  
that   this   collaboration   has   “opened   her   eyes”   to   see   how   much   impact   DCC   could   have   by  
working   together   with   DCFS.    Similarly,   a   DCFS   staff   member   remarked   that   DCFS   was   able   to  
make   sure   that   all   the   foster   youth   were   identified   in   the   schools   and   were   receiving   services,  
which   worked   really   well.    DCFS   does   not   always   know   what   resources   are   available   in   the  
community,   but,   as   one   DCFS   staff   member   noted,   “Now,   as   a   result   of   the   DCC,   I   can   talk  
directly   to   that   person   that   represents   a   resource   for   our   children   and   families.”    This   relationship  
has   allowed   each   of   the   public   agencies   to   understand   the   strengths   and   limitations   of   each   other’s  
programs   and   to   identify   the   areas   in   which   they   can   more   effectively   and   efficiently   help   the  
foster   children   and   families.  

The   DCC   considered   the   development   of   a   mentorship   program   as   well.    Mayor   Rodriguez  
connected   staff   from   the   school   district   to   the   city’s   Teen   Commission   to   explore   the   possibilities:  

“The   Mayor   was   very   helpful   in   connecting   us   with   their   teen   commission.    They   are  
unbelievable!    They   are   this   incredible   young   men   and   women   who   are   very   bright   and  
have   such   as   sense   of   community   and   want   to   help.    It   was   a   beautiful   thing   to   see.   I   was  
really   impressed!”  
 

The   development   of   a   mentorship   program   for   foster   youth   will   be   considered   as   an   objective   for  
the   next   year,   as   DCC   members   and   Mayor   Rodriguez   continued   to   express   support   for   this  
program.  

Mental   health   services/counseling.     DCFS   identified   the   need   to   secure   access   to  
preventive   mental   health   services   and   counseling   for   the   children,   youth,   and   families   that   they  
serve.    DCC   mental   health   providers   and   family   resource   centers   have   been   able   to   engage   directly  
with   DMH   to   secure   mental   health   services   for   their   consumers   and   to   provide   DMH   with  
community-based   feedback   about   mental   health   needs   within   the   community.    This   past   year,   a  
discussion   about   co-locating   DMH   staff   directly   in   local   schools   ensued,   and   DCC   members  
sounded   very   enthusiastic   about   the   possibility   of   pursuing   this.   
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Perceived   Benefits:    What   have   been   the   Benefits   of   Participating   in   the   Downey   Cares  
Collaborative   (DCC)?  

The   DCC   respondents   shared   their   views   about   how   participation   in   the   DCC   has   impacted  
them   and   their   work.  

For   DCFS,   their   children   and   families   received   community-based   resources   directly  
from   the   DCC.      The   most   important   benefit   to   DCFS   is   that   the   DCC   is   a   venue   for  
community-based   resources   to   be   targeted   directly   to   meet   DCFS   administrators’   expressed   needs  
for   their   children   and   families,   as   described   in   the   previous   section.   DCC   monthly   meetings  
included   a   review   of   the   DCC   objectives:    1)   Education   and   Career   Support;   2)   Recruit   Foster  
Parents/Establish   Visitation   Centers;   3)   Mental   Health   Services/Counseling;   and   4)   Material  
Resources/Support.    A   DCFS   supervisor   noted   that   the   monthly   DCC   meetings   “brought   DCFS’  
needs   to   the   table   where   everyone   heard   it   and   everyone   just   came   in   to   support   us.”    Downey  
Mayor   Rick   Rodriguez   agreed   that   the   DCC   exists   to   support   the   work   of   DCFS:   

“With   a   voluntary   spirit,   we   have   said   to   the   overworked   social   worker,   ‘How   can   I   help  
you?’    We   can   provide   them   with   the   resources,   so   that   DCFS   doesn’t   have   to   do   all   of   that  
work.”   

One   DCFS   supervisor   remarked   that   based   on   her   participation   with   DCC,   she   can   serve   her  
clients   from   a   more   “holistic”   perspective,   beyond   the   constraints   and   limitations   of   DCFS   policy  
and   protocol.  

The   resources   provided   to   DCFS   children   and   families   were   not   only   material   in   nature.  
For   example,   one   DCC   member   from   the   Downey   Clergy   Council   shared   this   story:  

“A   DCFS   supervisor   messaged   me   about   a   lady   that   she   knows   who   is   going   through   the  
system   with   her   kids,   and   she   is   trying   to   get   back   on   track   but   she   needs   someone   to   help  
encourage   her.    So   she   messaged   me   and   asked   me   if   we   could   connect   her   to   someone   in  
our   church   to   just   be   there   for   her.”  

This   pastor   went   on   to   tell   me   that,   because   he   knew   of   members   of   his   congregation   who   had  
experienced   similar   struggles   and   challenges,   he   was   able   to   connect   this   woman   to   woman   from  
his   congregation   to   provide   her   with   emotional   and   spiritual   support.  

DCFS   can   focus   on   its   day-to-day   duties   as   a   child   protective   service   agency   because  
DCFS   was   not   the   convener   of   the   DCC.     DCFS   administrators   and   supervisors   acknowledge  
that   DCFS   employees   are   not   aware   of   the   depth   and   breadth   of   resources   available   to   their   clients  
in   the   local   community   nor   do   they   have   the   time   or   ability   to   engage   these   community-based  
resources   directly   on   behalf   of   their   clients.    However,   since   DCFS   is   not   the   lead   agency  
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responsible   for   the   DCC,   it   can   maintain   its   primary   functions   as   a   child   protective   services  
agency.    One   DCFS   administrator   put   it   this   way:  

“Usually   when   we   get   email   directives   from   our   bureau   saying,   you   gotta   do   this,   put   this  
on,   figure   this   out,   coordinate   this,   it   just   builds   on   top   of   our   workload,   and   we’re   kind   of  
like   drowning.    But,   having   someone   from   the   outside   come   in   and   be   that   liaison   and  
come   to   the   table   and   say   I’m   going   to   lead   this,   type   up   the   notes,   and   facilitate   it,   it  
makes   it   a   lot   easier   for   all   of   us--all   we   have   to   do   is   just   show   up.”  

Participating   in   a   positive,   proactive,   community-based,   and   collaborative   approach  
to   providing   resources   and   services   to   DCFS   children   and   families.     Many   DCC   members  
expressed   their   satisfaction   with   specific   aspects   of   the   collaborative   approach   to   providing  
resources   and   services   to   DCFS   children   and   families:  

Being   part   of   a   team   that   works   together   to   DCFS   children   and   families.     Many   DCC  
members   commented   on   the   positive,   team-oriented   approach   and   spirit   of   the   DCC:  

“The   DCC   acts   as   a   “Downey   Team”   for   the   families.”  
 
“It   was   good   to   hear   what   they   have   going   on   at   DCC.    Nice   to   hear   from   faith   based  
organizations   and   clergy   council.    Everyone’s   enthusiastic.    Everyone   wants   to   help   and   to  
figure   it   out.”  
 
“Great   to   have   the   opportunity   in   the   DCC   to   collaborate,   to   network,   and   to   see   how   we  
can   work   together   to   enhance   students’   lives.”  
 
“In   the   DCC,   there   are   people   that   want   to   help,   interested   to   help,   and   are   willing   to   help.  
They   say,   ‘We   have   this   resource   and   we’re   willing   to   share   this   resource   with   you.’”  
  
“When   there’s   a   need,   ‘boom’,   it’s   done.    After   the   meeting,   I   can’t   tell   you   how   many  
people   come   up   to   me   and   say,   ‘I   want   to   do   this’.    ‘Count   me   in   for   this’.    ‘Count   me   in  
for   that’.    It’s   so   awesome   to   see   that   unity.”  
 
“It   was   awesome   to   see   at   the   fostering   home   event   that   there   were   churches,  
organizations,   and   the   county   and   the   city   working   together,   and   you   can   see   what  
happens.”  
 
“Looking   at   the   DCC,   we   were   able   to   bring   all   these   parties   together.    Nothing   new.    We  
didn’t   create   a   new   department   or   a   new   bureaucracy--it   was   bringing   all   these   different  
entities,   private,   faith-based,   county,   different   county   departments   together   and   basically  
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sharing   and   working   together   and   communicating,   not   working   so   isolated   as   we  
historically   have.”  
  
“The   DCC   took   everything   that   we   threw   at   them   as   far   as   what   our   families   and   children  
need   and   went   a   step   above   and   said   it   doesn’t   just   have   to   be   our   Downey   clients,   but   it  
can   be   any   other   family   that   needs   assistance   or   needs   help.    And   it   was   very   enlightening  
to   see   the   faith-based   community   and   everybody   at   the   table   come   and   offer   their   help   and  
services,   and   really   see   it   come   to   this.    I’m   just   so   proud   to   be   a   part   of   it.”  
 
Information   sharing/communication   among   DCC   participants.     More   specifically,   DCC  

is   a   platform   from   which   members   can   share   information   and   resources   with   each   other.    For  
example,   Courage   Forward,   a   nonprofit   member   of   the   DCC,   collaborated   with   a   local   community  
college   and   the   local   workforce   development   board   to   develop   a   job   training   program   in   logistics  
(Appendix   F).    Mayor   Rodriguez   shared   with   the   DCC   Downey’s   Day   of   Service   event   (Appendix  
G).    A   DCC   member   alerted   us   to   an   organization   that   was   providing   free   tuxedos   and   dresses   for  
prom   season   for   students   who   could   not   afford   them   (Appendix   H),   and   the   Service   Area   Chief  
from   Los   Angeles   County   Department   of   Mental   Health   (DMH)   announced   its   Service   Area   7  
Administration   Job   Fair   (Appendix   I)   and   he   was   happy   to   get   the   word   out   that   the   month   of   May  
is   Mental   Health   Awareness   month.  

The   monthly   DCC   meetings   gives   participants   access   to   information   that   they   would   not  
have   had   otherwise:  

“Had   I   not   been   participating   in   DCC,   I   never   would   have   known   about   it.    It’s   that  
networking.    I’m   just   at   management   meetings,   at   my   level,   so   we’re   talking   about   budget  
and   outcomes   and   reports   and   reporting   out.    Don’t   get   too   much   of   that   networking,   that  
social   work   piece   that’s   missing.    For   me   that   has   been   one   of   the   things   we’ve   gained  
from   the   DCC.”  

One   DCFS   supervisor   described   that   putting   faces   to   the   names   of   the   community-based  
providers   facilitated   their   communication   and   their   ability   to   work   together:  

“We   found   that   we   could   get   information   straight   from   the   people   that   show   up   to   the   DCC  
meetings.    When   I   see   them   at   other   meetings,   we’re   able   to   talk   about   the   kids   and   work  
together.    With   one   of   our   kids   we   were   struggling   to   turn   in   an   essay,   and   we   were   all  
working   together   to   help   the   child   get   the   essay   submitted   in   time.    Just   forming   those  
connections   has   really   made   a   difference.”  

The   DCC   also   provided   participants   the   ability   to   contact   each   other   directly,   outside   of   the  
monthly   DCC   meeting   to   clarify   information   or   to   address   issues.  
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Learning   to   work   collaboratively.     DCC   members   felt   that   it   was   important   for   them   to  

learn   about   DCFS,   to   understand   their   perspective   and   their   challenges   in   working   with   their  
children.    One   DCC   member   professed   that   the   DCC   provided   a   “wonderful   opportunity   to   find  
out   what   DCFS’   struggles   are   in   working   with   their   children.”    Being   able   to   understand   DCFS  
allows   DCC   to   help    DCFS   as   well:   

“If   we   can   assist   DCFS   in   acquiring   the   information   they   need   in   a   timely   fashion,   it   gives  
DCFS   time   to   focus   on   other   areas   of   the   students’   lives.”  
 
Educating   the   community.     Through   the   DCC,   DCFS   has   been   able   to   reach   out   to   the  

Downey   community   and   the   faith-based   community   to   educate   people   about   the   role   of   DCFS  
within   the   community.    One   DCFS   staff   proclaimed:   

 
“I   think   the   collaboration   is   amazing   and   our   being   able   to   teach   our   community   and   the  
faith-based   community   what   we   do   and   what   it   entails,   is   a   lot.    I   don’t   think   a   lot   of   them  
know   exactly   what   it   is,   but,   now,   because   they’re   at   these   meetings,   they   are   able   to   ask  
questions   and   get   clarity.”  
 
“Something   I   enjoyed   about   the   collaborative,   is   that   I   was   able   to   go   out   to   Warren   High  
School   and   speak   to   our   youth   and   inform   them   about   what   we   do.    So,   they   got   to   learn  
about   DCFS   and   they   got   to   learn   about   foster   kids   and   it   really   opened   their   hearts   and  
they   decided   to   help.”  
 
Changing   the   way   that   local   government   works.      Mayor   Rodriguez   expressed   his   full  

commitment   to   the   “DCC   Model”   of   a   positive,   proactive,   community-based,   and   collaborative  
approach   to   addressing   peoples’   needs.    He   pronounced:   

“We’ve   shaken   up   all   of   the   inner   workings   and   the   gears   of   our   city   government.    So,   we  
bring   together   social   workers,   police,   probation,   school   counselors,   military   veterans,  
clergy,   and   parks   and   recreation,   and   everybody   says   I   can   do   something   to   help.    Maybe  
someone   says,   ‘I   can   open   up   a   ball   field.’    Maybe   someone   else   says,   ‘Come   to   church  
and   play   kickball   with   the   kids.’   And   then   a   veteran   says,   ‘We’ll   make   lunch   for   them.’  
Before   you   know   it,   you   have   a   Day   of   Service.    So,   I   think   that’s   really   the   benefit   of  
DCC.    Now,   everyone   is   looking   for   the   next,   new   idea.    What’s   next?”  
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Future   Objectives:    What   Objectives   Should   the   DCC   be   Focusing   on   for   the   Next   Year?  

When   DCC   members   were   asked   about   future   objectives,   they   identified   current   objectives  
still   that   need   to   be   addressed,   as   well   as   new   objectives   that   should   be   developed.   

Establishing   visitation   centers.     This   is   a   continued   objective   from   the   past   year.    A  
DCFS   administrator   verbalized   this   directly:  

“Moving   forward,   I   would   like   to   see   the   visitation   centers.    It’s   so   important   because   one  
of   the   needs   I   see   now,   especially   in   Continuing   Services,   is   the   amount   of   visits   that   we  
have.    And   back   in   the   days   when   I   worked   in   the   Lakewood   office,   we   had   a  
self-sufficient   visitation   center   where   we   solicited   our   community   churches,   got   the   MOUs  
going,   and   developed   one   primary   center.   .   .”  

 
One   DCFS   administrator   indicated   that   there   is   a   need   for   visitation   centers   in   the   City   of  

South   Gate,   and   the   DCC   representative   to   the   Downey   Clergy   Council   is   committed   to   continue  
to   work   on   this   objective.  

Foster   care   recruitment.     DCFS   administrators   indicated   a   desire   to   host   another  
fostering   home   event   in   the   area   for   this   next   year.    Currently,   in   the   City   of   Whittier   (located  
within   the   DCFS   Santa   Fe   Springs   service   area),   on   September   21,   2019,   the   Whittier   Area  
Community   Church   is   presenting   a   Foster   Care   Information   Fair   (Appendix   J),   and   they   are  
looking   to   the   DCC   for   guidance   and   support.    On   August   9,   2019,   Mayor   Rodriguez   and   I   met  
with   Whittier   Mayor   Vinatieri,   DCFS   staff,   and   one   of   the   sponsors   of   the   fair   to   pledge   the  
support   of   the   DCC   to   spread   the   word   to   our   network.    In   addition,   DCC   would   like   to   gain  
access   to   the   recruitment   data   from   the   May   2019   Fostering   Home   Event   to   inform   the   next   event,  
and   there   is   also   a   need   to   recruit   foster   homes   specifically   for   the   City   of   South   Gate,   a   city   with   a  
large   percentage   of   DCFS   cases.  

Mental   health   services .    There   are   a   number   of   potential   areas   for   cooperation   and  
collaboration   between   DMH   and   DCC   and   DMH   and   DCFS.    The   local   school   district   would   like  
to   pursue   information   about   the   co-location   of   DMH   staff   at   local   schools,   as   well   as   Mental  
Health   101   training,   and   mental   health   first   aid   for   school   employees,   school   psychologists,   and  
administrators.  

In   my   interviews   with   DCC   members,   a   DCFS   administrator   identified   their   need   to   have  
DMH   more   involved   with   their   cases:  

“I   think   DMH   needs   to   go   out   and   do   their   own   assessment   and   see   if   they   can   help.  
Provide   mental   health   services   to   the   parents/family   until   they   are   linked   to   services.    I  
think   that   DMH   should   actually   take   all   of   our   mental   health   kids,   because   they   are  
primarily   mental   health   cases.    We   have   a   lot   of   children   that   have   some   severe   mental  
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health   issues   and   it’s   very   draining   for   our   workers   to   keep   going   back   and   forth   from   the  
hospital,   when   they   could   have   a   clinician   take   the   case.”  
 
In   another   interview,   a   DCC   member   posed   the   idea   of   DMH   employees   working   more  

closely   with   DCFS   workers   and   their   cases:  

“With   DCFS,   when   their   ER   workers   are   going   out   on   cases   where   there   are   children   who  
are   aged   from   birth   to   five   years   old,   why   aren’t   we   sending   clinicians?    Either   the   baby   is  
testing   positive   or   there   are   domestic   violence   issues.    To   address   these   issues,   don’t   you  
need   a   clinician   there?    Why   are   we   having   a   DCFS   worker   go   out   there,   who   is   not   a  
clinician,   assess   the   safety   of   the   child,   and   then   go   back   to   decide   whether   to   file   a  
petition   or   make   referrals,   when   you   can   have   a   clinician   go   out   and   open   a   case   right   away  
and   give   them   the   help   they   need   now.    DCFS   can   do   what   they   need   to   do   to   make   sure  
this   child   is   safe,   but,   in   the   meantime,   DMH   can   give   them   services.”   
 
Another   member   of   the   DCC   remarked   that   DMH   needs   to   bring   Mental   Health   101   into  

the   school   system:  
 

“Bring   Mental   Health   101,   mental   health   first   aid   into   the   school   system   to   provide   to  
school   employees,   school   psychologists,   administrators.    All   of   these   things   that   are  
happening   underneath   the   surface   that   are   unaddressed.   The   mental   health   component  
needs   to   be   embraced.”   
 
DCFS   youth   mentorship   program.     During   this   past   year   of   the   DCC,   Mayor   Rodriguez  

had   expressed   his   interest   in   developing   a   mentorship   program   for   DCFS   youth.    The   Mayor  
engaged   the   assistance   of   the   Downey   Teen   Commission   for   this   purpose.    Other   members   of   the  
DCC,   including   the   Downey   Unified   School   District   and   the   Downey   Clergy   Council   are  
interested,   and   the   DCC   has   discussed   adult   mentors   for   parents   as   well.  

“Our   goal   is   to   create   mentors---how   to   develop   the   mentorship   program.    We   may   want   to  
start   with   the   homeless   children   because   there   may   be   legal   issues   with   the   DCFS   kids.  
We   wanted   the   pairings   to   happen   more   organically,   so   having   a   more   informal   event   like  
bowling,   a   more   social   gathering   so   that   we   can   see   who   is   connecting   with   each   other.  
But   they   do   not   have   the   financial   means   to   do   it.    We   need   the   city   and   DCFS   to   get  
together   to   talk   about   our   ideas,   the   obstacles,   the   goals   for   such   a   mentoring   program.    Get  
everyone’s   thoughts   and   ideas   about   how   to   do   it   would   be   helpful.”  
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Housing   and   homelessness.     Many   of   the   members   of   DCC   recognized   the   need   to  

address   the   problem   of   homelessness   as   it   affects   many   people   in   the   area,   including   children   and  
families.   One   of   the   DCC   respondents   asked   this   question   about   children   in   the   school   system   that  
are   facing   homelessness:  

“Initially,   the   families   we   were   working   with   under   the   Mckinney-Vento   act   were   families  
where   they   had   recently   lost   a   job   or   some   type   of   medical   issue   had   made   it   difficult   to  
sustain   employment.   That   is   no   longer   the   scenario.   Today   we   are   seeing   families   where  
homelessness   is   generational   and   much   more   chronic.   The   need   for   resources   is   at   an   all  
time   high.”  

 
According   to   the   DCFS   administrators   interviewed,   the   unavailability   of   housing   or   shelter   for  
their   children   and   families   directly   affects   their   work   as   well:  
  

“Homelessness.    It   does   prevent   us   from   sending   kids   home.    Kids   aren’t   going   home  
because   the   parents   who   have   complied   with   mostly   everything   do   not   have   the   stability   of  
a   place   where   the   kids   can   go   home   to--the   parents   are   homeless.    Also,   the   other   thing   is  
that   we   have   a   lot   of   substance   abusing   parents   who   are   homeless.”  
 
“Sometimes   we   have   families   who   just   need   a   few   days   to   get   into   some   temporary  
housing.    We   have   non-minor   dependents.    If   cities   could   provide   hotel   vouchers   or   gift  
cards,   we   could   use   them   for   our   clients.    We   have   needs.”  

 
One   DCC   member   admitted   that,   with   the   problem   of   homelessness,   there   are   systemic   issues   at  
play   as   well:  

 
“The   first   thing   that   comes   off   the   top   of   my   head   is   the   homeless   because   that’s  
everywhere.   .   .   But   there   are   so   many   projects,   collaboratives,   we   have   homeless   outreach  
mental   health   evaluations,   homeless   service   teams--so   many   homeless   programs,   but   they  
are   not   working   together.”   
 
Services   for   birth   to   5   population.     A   DCC   member   has   suggested   that   the   DCC   should  

prioritize   this   population   because   it   is   the   largest   population   that   is   not   being   referred   to   DMH:  

“An   area   that   I’m   really   passionate   about   is   serving   the   birth   to   5   population.    It   would   be  
good   to   work   with   birth   to   five   population   to   bring   together   DMH,   DCFS,   schools,  
faith-based,   regional   center,   public   health   clinics,   First   5,   WIC   centers.    Why   aren’t   we  
co-locating   DMH   staff   at   WIC   centers?    Who   is   the   voice   for   the   babies?”  
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Identifying   solutions   at   the   policy   level.     Some   of   the   objectives   addressed   by   the   DCC  

may   have   policy   solutions   within   or   across   local,   state,   and   federal   levels   of   government.    In   the  
area   of   housing   and   homelessness,   one   DCC   member   believes   that   the   DCC   can   play   a   role   by  
helping   service   providers   work   together   to   identify   possible   policy   solutions:  

“Looking   at   our   collaborative,   the   DCC   was   able   to   bring   all   these   parties   together.    The  
DCC   was   not   a   new   department   or   a   new   bureaucracy--it   was   bringing   all   these   different  
entities,   private,   faith-based,   county,   different   county   departments   together   and   basically  
sharing   and   working   together   and   communicating,   not   working   so   isolated   as   we  
historically   have.    What   I   see   going   on   with   our   homeless   programs   is   that   LAHSA   does  
what   they   do,   DMH   does   what   they   do,   Public   Health   does   what   they   do,   Public   Services,  
the   schools,   the   Sheriffs,   then   each   city   does   what   they   do,   but   they   do   not   work   together.”  

 
Resource-sharing   and   development.     DCC   members   suggest   expanding   opportunities   to  

share   community-based   resources   throughout   the   community.    A   DCC   member   suggested  
expanding   services   to   foster   families   and   foster   parents:  

“Resources   available   to   families--tangible   resources   available,   especially   with   summer  
coming   up.    Things   that   families   can   do   to   lessen   the   stress--family   wellness   activities.  
Helping   them   to   eliminate   stress,   bonding   them   together   as   a   family   unit,   being   able   to   get  
something   tangible,   such   as   stress   management,   relaxation,   something   fun   to   do.”  
 
Educating   Community   about   DCFS.     Reaching   out   to   local   high   schools,   faith-based  

organizations,   nonprofits,   and   other   community-based   organizations   and   agencies   to   educate   the  
public   about   foster   care   and   DCFS.    A   DCFS   staff   member   in   the   DCC   offered   this:   

“The   Federation   of   Christian   Athletes   at   Warren   High   School   in   Downey   called   me,   so   I  
spoke   to   about   3-4   of   his   classes   and   told   them   about   foster   care   and   what   DCFS   does--it  
was   like   a   career   kind   of   thing.    So,   I   think   that   was   a   great   thing   that   came   out   of   the  
DCC.    I   can   go   to   other   high   schools   to   talk   about   foster   care   and   DCFS.    What   these   kids  
face.”  
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Expanding   DCC   Model:    What   Would   we   need   to   Consider   to   Expand   the   DCC   into   other  
Cities?   

DCC   members   gave   much   consideration   and   feedback   on   building   upon   the   success   and  
strengths   of   the   DCC   Model   to   expand   the   scope   to   other   geographic   areas   of   Los   Angeles  
County.  

Must   consider   DCFS   capacity   to   expand   DCC   model.     There   are   eleven   incorporated  
cities   in   the   DCFS   Santa   Fe   Springs   service   area,   and   DCFS   administrators   and   supervisors  
suggested   that   it   would   be   difficult   for   DCFS   staff   and   administrators   to   attend   ten   additional,  
city-based   meetings   every   month:  

“We   can’t   go   to   an   additional   ten   meetings   per   month.    You   know   how   much   work  
everyone   does   here.    Everyone   feels   it,   so,   whether   we   combine   them   or   make   them  
quarterly   or   every   other   month,   something   has   to   be   done   so   that   it   doesn’t   become   a  
burden.    It   maintains   what   we   have   and   people   are   excited   to   attend   the   meetings. ”  

The   DCFS   Regional   Administrator   added   that   she   currently   attends   26   meetings   per   month.   

Engage   well-connected   and   passionate   public   officials     Every   DCC   member   interviewed  
credited   Mayor   Rick   Rodriguez   for   the   success   of   the   DCC,   and   the   members   reported   that   any  
expansion   of   the   DCC   would   need   more   members   like   Mayor   Rodriguez.    The   Mayor’s  
enthusiasm   and   willingness   to   help   has   been   crucial   for   the   work   of   the   DCC,   but,   most  
importantly,   the   Mayor   is   very   well-connected   to   people,   organizations,   associations,   and   agencies  
that   want   to   help.    

“The   most   important   factor   has   been   the   Mayor--his   enthusiasm   and   his   willingness   to  
help.    Like   when   he   says,   “I   know   a   guy.”    He   truly   means   it.    He   helped   DUSD   talk   to   the  
clergy   council   to   make   some   connections   there.”  

 
“The   challenge   is   to   find   a   person   or   people   like   Mayor   Rodriguez   who   has   a   wealth   of  
connections--his   energy   and   determination   is   special   and   unique.    That’s   the   biggest   goal   to  
identify   who   that   person   or   people   are.”  

 
“It   does   help   that   we   have   an   awesome   Mayor   and   a   great   community.    I   know   you   want   to  
replicate   the   DCC,   but   I   don’t   know   if   you   can   replicate   the   Mayor.”  

 
“I   think   what   makes   it   successful   is   that   you   have   the   Mayor   who   is   so   involved.”  

 
“Having   that   partnership   with   the   city,   I   thank   God   with   our   relationship   with   the   Mayor  
and   the   faith-based   community.”  
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Invite   additional   public   and   private   members.     Many   DCFS   workers   mentioned   that   the  

City   of   South   Gate   needs   the   attention   of   the   DCC:  

“South   Gate   is   where   most   of   our   referrals   come   from.    If   you   look   at   the   resources,   they  
have   no   resources,   not   one   counseling   agency,   not   one   drug   program.    Not   anything   in  
South   Gate   at   all.    That’s   been   one   of   my   things   that   I’ve   mentioned   in   my   meetings  
because   I   would   love   to   see   something   like   DCC   in   that   city.    We   don’t   even   have   mental  
health   providers   in   South   Gate.”  
 
DCC   members   also   suggested   additional   public   and   private   entities   to   participate   in   the  

DCC:  

Public     Foster   youth   liaison   from   local   school   district;   Norwalk   Social   Services  
Department;    Norwalk   Multi-Task   Agency   Focus   Team;    City   of   Norwalk;   Los   Angeles   Homeless  
Service   Authority   (LAHSA);   Norwalk   -La   Mirada   Unified   School   District   McKinney-Vento  
Collaborative;   Public   Health;   Congresswoman   Linda   Sanchez;   City   of   South   Gate;   Department   of  
Probation;   South   Gate   Police   Department;   Department   of   Public   Social   Services;   City   of   Hawaiian  
Gardens;   City   of   Cerritos.  

Private     Helpline   Youth   Counseling;   The   Whole   Child;   Whittier   Area   Churches;   Spirit  
Family   Services;   Pastors   and   Churches   in   the   area;   Kaiser   Permanente;   Catholic   Churches   in  
South   Gate.  

 

DISCUSSION  

Organizing   communities   to   serve   those   in   need   is   not   new.    In   the   field   of   child   welfare,  
experts   are   recognizing   the   importance   of   investing   in   communities   that   can   support   children   and  
families.    “In   recent   years,   more   child   welfare   professionals   have   come   to   believe   that   protection  
of   children   from   maltreatment   can   be   best   accomplished   through   a   community   effort—not   simply  
through   the   public   child   welfare   system   (DiLorenzo,   White,   Morales,   Paul,   and   Shaw,   2013).”  
Indeed,   Los   Angeles   County   has   been   at   the   forefront   of   child   welfare   practice   and   research   in  
community-focused   child   welfare   projects,   most   notably   through   investments   in   prevention  
projects   including   the   Prevention   Initiative   Demonstration   Project   (PIDP),   Prevention   and  
Aftercare   Networks   (P&As),   Best   Start   Community   Partnerships,   Health   Neighborhoods,   and  
Medical   Hubs.   

The   Downey   Cares   Collaborative   (DCC)   represents   a   complementary   prevention-focused,  
innovative,   community-based   approach   that   identifies,   convenes,   and   assembles   community  
resources   to   build   a   network   of   formal   and   informal   support   to   strengthen   families   in   the   Downey  
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area.    The   DCC   has   demonstrated   during   its   first   year   of   operation   that   it   provides   the   essential  
elements   of   a   prevention   program:    support   for   concrete   needs   like   food   and   housing;  
opportunities   for   social,   recreational,   and   community   connections   that   reduce   isolation   and   build  
personal   support   systems;   access   to   economic   and   employment   prospects;   and   assistance   in  
navigating   the   broad   and   often   confusing   array   of   available   education,   health,   mental   health,   and  
other   services   (The   Los   Angeles   County   Office   of   Child   Protection,   2017).  

In   its   inaugural   year,   the   results   of   this   evaluation   reveal   that   the   DCC   has   been   able   to   1)  
support   prevention   efforts   within   the   community,   2)   engage   the   local   faith-based   organizations   to  
recruit   foster   parents,   and   3)   build   the   community’s   capacity   for   prevention   by   assembling   a  
diverse   coalition   of   organizations   across   public,   private,   and   nonprofit   sectors   that   work   together  
to   meet   the   needs   of   children   and   families.   

DCC   Supporting   Prevention   Efforts  

Provided   support   for   concrete   needs.     The   DCC   this   past   year   provided   resources  
directly   to   their   children   and   families.    The   results   were   visible,   and   the   DCC   members   were  
impressed   with   what   they   were   able   to   provide:  

● Distributed   an   estimated   350-400   toys   to   DCFS   children   at   their   holiday   party   in  
December   2018.  

● Connected   children   and   families   to   a   local   Backpack   Giveaway   event,   where   the  
organizers   distributed   over   830   backpacks   in   August   2019.  

● Provided   20   DCFS   families   with   Thanksgiving   meals   or   baskets   in   2018   and   currently  
preparing   to   serve   300   Thanksgiving   meals   in   2019.   

● Provided   other   material   resources,   such   as   a   crib   and   mattress   for   a   mother   and   her  
infant   child,   blankets   for   people   who   were   homeless,   Easter   baskets   for   families,   and  
access   to   prom   dresses   and   tuxedos   for   teens   who   could   not   afford   them.  

● Supported   DCFS   Graduation   Event   for   thirty-eight   foster   youth   from   the   DCFS   Santa  
Fe   Springs   office   who   were   graduating   from   high   school,   featuring   gift   bags   from   a  
local   Downey   church,   gift   cards   from   Mayor   Rodriguez   and   the   City   of   Downey,   and  
proclamations   from   local   city   Mayors   and   councils   from   the   youth’s   hometowns.  

In   addition,   DCC   members   have   already   identified   other   concrete   needs   to   be   addressed  
moving   forward   such   as   developing   housing   and   temporary   shelters   and   expanding   resources  
available   to   foster   families   within   the   community.  

Created   opportunities   for   social,   recreational,   and   community   connections .    The   City  
of   Downey   has   been   a   primary   resource   for   the   DCC   to   connect   children   and   families   to   social,  
recreational,   and   other   supportive   resources   within   the   Downey-area.    A   DCC   member   from   the  
Downey   Unified   School   District   stated   that   she   has   worked   with   the   City’s   Parks   and   Recreation  
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Department   and   the   City’s   Aspire   program   to   access   recreational   and   after-school   services   for  
children:  

“Another   great   thing   is   the   city’s   Aspire   program.    It’s   amazing.    Anytime   we   have   a   foster  
youth   that   signs   up,   they   ensure   that   this   student   gets   priority.    From   2:55   to   6pm,   they   are  
supervised   and   helped   with   homework   and   do   activities.    It   keeps   them   engaged.   It   a   great  
opportunity   for   the   foster   parents   or   biological   parents   to   stay   at   work   and   get   things  
done.”  
 
The   faith-based   organizations,   represented   on   the   DCC   by   a   member   of   the   Downey  

Clergy   Council,   has   been   able   to   provide   supportive   services   to   a   struggling   parent.    The   pastor  
shared   this   in   our   interview:  

“When   the   DCFS   worker   told   me   the   story   about   the   mother,   that   she’s   trying   to   get   her  
kids   back,   and   that   she   just   needed   someone   to   talk   to.    I   immediately   started   thinking  
about   single   parents   in   my   church,   even   those   that   have   had   the   experience   of   DCFS  
involvement.    When   you   can   really   hear   their   needs   and   connect   them   with   people   who  
have   gone   through   that   and   can   encourage   someone   else,   it’s   important   to   connect   them.  

 
Built   access   to   economic   and   employment   prospects.     The   South   East   Los   Angeles  

County   Workforce   Development   Board   (SELACO   WDB)   has   been   an   employment   resource   for  
the   DCC.    At   our   August   DCC   meeting,   SELACO   WDB   announced   that   they   have   employment  
programs   for   foster   youth   and   foster   young   adults.    One   of   the   DCC   nonprofit   members,   Courage  
Forward,   worked   with   the   local   Rio   Hondo   America’s   Job   Center   of   California   (AJCC),   and  
Cerritos   Community   College   to   develop   a   Certified   Logistics   Technician   Training   Program   and  
Job   Placement   Assistance   (Appendix   F).  

Navigated   education,   health,   mental   health,   and   other   services.     The   DCC   provided   the  
venue   for   DCFS   and   Downey   Unified   School   District   (DUSD)   to   work   together   to   identify  
ILP-eligible   students   to   provide   resources   to   youth,   to   promote   academic   success,   and   to   provide  
workshops   for   high   school   seniors   to   complete   Free   Application   for   Federal   Student   Aid  
(FAFSA).   A   DCC   member   singled   out   a   DCFS   worker   as   being   very   helpful   in   facilitating  
transition   meetings   with   AB   12   foster   youth   and   access   to   services.    Similarly,   a   DCFS   staff  
member   remarked   that   DCFS   was   able   to   make   sure   that   all   the   foster   youth   were   identified   in   the  
schools   and   were   receiving   educational   support   services,   which   worked   really   well.   

The   DCC   has   representation   from   various   mental   health   providers   including   the   Los  
Angeles   County   Department   of   Mental   Health   and   the   TLC   Family   Resource   Center.    DCC   mental  
health   providers   and   family   resource   centers   have   been   able   to   engage   directly   with   DMH   to  
secure   mental   health   services   for   their   consumers   and   to   provide   DMH   with   community-based  
feedback   about   mental   health   needs   within   the   community.    This   past   year,   a   discussion   about  
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co-locating   DMH   staff   directly   in   local   schools   ensued,   and   DCC   members   sounded   very  
enthusiastic   about   pursuing   this   arrangement.   

Developed   primary   relationship   with   DCFS   regional   office.      The   Los   Angeles   County  
Office   of   Child   Protection   (2017)   stated   that,   for   prevention,   relationships   with   regional   DCFS  
offices   are   key.    The   DCC   operated   its   first   year   based   on   the   input   and   support   from   the   DCFS  
Santa   Fe   Springs   Regional   Administrator   (RA)   and   her   administrative   staff.    The   RA   and   her   staff  
members   were   consistent   in   their   attendance   and   participation   at   the   DCC   monthly   meetings,   and  
they   provided   valuable   feedback   and   suggestions   in   their   interviews   for   this   evaluation.  

Engaging   Faith-based   Organizations   and   Recruiting   Foster   Parents  

In   2018,   the   Los   Angeles   County   Board   of   Supervisors   approved   plans   for   the   Department  
of   Children   and   Family   Services   (DCFS)   to   collaborate   with   faith-based   organizations   to   aid   in  
recruiting   new   foster   parents   and   provide   community-based   supports   like   visitation   monitoring,  
respite   care   and   mentorship   for   both   youth   and   parents.     Faith-based   organizations   have   been  
represented   on   the   DCC   from   day   one.    Mayor   Rick   Rodriguez   initiated   the   Downey   Clergy  
Council   that   consists   of   fifty-two   churches   in   Downey,   with   about   forty   active   members.    The  
Clergy   Council   has   been   essential   to   the   work   of   the   DCC   in   providing   concrete   resources,   such   as  
food,   furniture,   gift   cards,   toys,   backpacks,   and   other   necessary   items,   but   in   taking   the   lead   on  
creating   visitation   centers   and   recruiting   foster   parents.  

On   May   4,   2019,   the   Fostering   Home   event   brought   nearly   500   people     to   New   Season  
Church   in   Downey,   which   represented   196   households--the   largest   turnout   of   households   from   all  
the   Fostering   Home   events   countywide.    These   households   accounted   for   32%   of   the   614   total  
number   of   households   that   attended   the   eight   Fostering   Home   events   held   in   Los   Angeles   County  
this   year.    Thirty-seven   of   these   households   that   attended   the   Downey   event   were   walk-ins   from  
the   community   who   did   not   RSVP.    No   other   event   in   Los   Angeles   County   had   walk-ins   from   the  
community.    A   DCC   member   that   represents   the   clergy   council   believes   that   the   faith-based  
organizations   of   the   DCC   contributed   to   the   high-number   of   community   walk-ins.    Currently,   a  
total   of   55   households   from   the   Downey   event   are   in   training,   which   represents   27%   of   the   total  
number   countywide,   and   8   of   the   Downey   households   have   completed   training,   which   is   38%   of  
the   total   of   households   that   have   completed   training   countywide.  

The   DCC   and   the   Downey   Clergy   Council   secured   New   Season   Church   in   Downey   as   the  
venue   for   Downey’s   Fostering   Home   event.    The   Downey   Clergy   Council   representative   to   the  
DCC   remarked:  

“You   see   the   outcome   of   DCC,   what   we’ve   been   able   to   do   this   year   with   the   relationships  
that   we’ve   built   and   lives   we’ve   impacted.    I’m   grateful   to   be   a   part   of   this   and   to   get   the  
churches   behind   it.    Even   having   the   event   at   New   Season--that’s   a   church   that’s   new   to  
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our   city,   so   when   this   foster   care   event   came   up,   I   thought   of   them   immediately,   and   it   was  
great   to   connect   them   with   the   community   and   to   see   that   whole   response.    It’s   great   to   see  
the   city   of   Downey   and   our   churches   connecting   with   the   community   now.    You   can   see   a  
change.”  
 
DCC   members   have   already   indicated   their   desire   to   continue   to   support   foster   care  

recruitment   events.    The   DCC   has   already   provided   some   technical   and   publicity   support   for   the  
Whittier   Area   Community   Church   and   their   Foster   Care   Information   Event   in   September   2019.    In  
addition,   the   Downey   Clergy   Council   will   continue   to   pursue   the   development   of   visitation   centers  
and   mentorship   programs   for   adults   and   youth   as   well.  

 
Building   Community   Capacity   for   Prevention  
 

DCC   members   established   relationships   with   and   built   networks   among   their   fellow   DCC  
members   to   create   partnerships   that   support   children   and   families   in   the   Downey   community.    By  
far,   the   respondents   were   most   vocal   about   the   “team   approach”   of   the   DCC,   even   using   the   word  
“team”   several   times   in   their   comments.    These   comments   reflect   a   sense   of   unity   in   service   to   the  
children   and   families   of   DCFS   and   an   enthusiasm   among   the   members   to   make   their   contribution  
to   the   cause.    One   respondent   said   that   the   DCC   is   “Downey’s   Team”   for   DCFS’   children   and  
families.   Because   the   "DCC   Team"   shares   information   with   each   other,   communicates   among   each  
other,    understands   each   other,   Mayor   Rodriguez   has   gone   so   far   as   to   assert   that   the   proactive,  
collaborative   approach   of   the   DCC   is   “changing   the   way   that   local   government   works.”    One  
DCFS   administrator   put   it   this   way:    “It   was   very   enlightening   to   see   the   faith-based   community  
and   everybody   at   the   table   come   and   offer   their   help   and   services,   and   really   see   it   come   to   this.  
I’m   just   so   proud   to   be   a   part   of   it.”    The   “DCC   Team”   is   creating   a   community   of   care   and  
support   for   children   and   families.   

 
The   DCC   has   been   able   to   deliver   both   formal   and   informal   services   and   supports   that  

need   to   be   available   to   fill   in   the   gaps   for   children   and   families   (Los   Angeles   County   Office   of  
Child   Protection,   2017),   such   as   services   from   the   City   of   Downey   and   Downey   Unified   School  
District   (formal)   and   from   the   Downey   Clergy   Council   (informal).  

The   DCC's   community   capacity-building   are   in   concert   with   the   "Community   Building"   of  
the   SPA   7   Prevention   and   Aftercare   Network,   SPIRITT,   which   "is   committed   to   promoting  
advocacy   for   safe   and   healthy   communities   through   educational   workshops,    community  
partnerships ,    collaborative   efforts ,   media   campaigns   and   structured   family   activities."    As  
highlighted   throughout   this   report,   the   DCC   has   successfully   engaged   Downey   community  
resources   in   partnership   and   collaboration   across   public,   private,   and   nonprofit   sectors   to  
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contribute   to   a   safer   and   healthier   Downey,   and   the   DCC   will   seek   to   engage   with   SPIRITT   to  
enhance   its   prevention   efforts   within   the   Downey   area.  
 
Expanding   the   Scope   of   the   DCC  
 

Building   upon   the   successful   first   year   of   the   DCC,   DCC   members   were   very   eager   to  
share   their   ideas   about   how   to   expand   this   model   to   other   cities.    They   provided   the   names   of   other  
organizations   and   institutions   that   need   to   be   invited   to   participate   and   additional   cities   to   include  
in   the   collaborative,   but   they   also   provided   important   insight   into   the   challenges   for   DCFS   in  
expanding   the   DCC   model.    The   participants   were   adamant   about   securing   the   participation   of  
well-connected   and   passionate   public   officials,   like   Downey   Mayor   Rick   Rodriguez,   who   can  
motivate   and   engage   the   community   and   who   has   the   connections   within   the   community   to  
assemble   them   to   join   the   cause.    They   also   provided   a   long   list   of   public   and   private  
community-based   organizations,   public   officials,   nonprofits,   school   districts,   county   departments,  
law   enforcement,   and   cities   to   bring   into   the   collaborative.    One   DCFS   administrator   summarized  
the   importance   of   expanding   the   DCC:  
 

“There   really   is   a   need   for   this   everywhere.    I’m   not   from   this   area.    When   I   was   a   social  
worker   in   South   LA,   I   knew   all   the   resources   in   South   LA.    Then,   when   I   moved   to   Metro  
North,   I   had   to   re-learn   what   resources   were   there.    Then,   I   became   a   supervisor   here   in  
Santa   Fe   Springs,   and   I   knew   nothing,   but   the   DCC   is   a   way   to   know   what   the   resources  
are   in   the   community   that   we   are   serving.”  
 
DCFS   staff   and   administrators   shared   their   reservations   to   expanding   the   DCC   model   of  

monthly   meetings,   due   to   their   limited   ability   to   attend   additional   monthly   meetings.    In   other  
words,   within   the   DCFS   Santa   Fe   Springs   service   area,   there   are   eleven   incorporated   cities;   so,   if  
the   DCC   Model   were   replicated   in   each   of   the   remaining   cities,   there   would   be   an   additional   ten  
meetings   per   month   along   with   the   DCC   monthly   meeting.    DCFS   administrators   and   supervisors  
alike   dismissed   this   meeting   schedule   as   impractical.    In   fact,   the   DCFS   Regional   Administrator  
added   that   she   currently   attends   26   meetings   per   month.   

During   the   interviews,   DCC   members   were   asked   for   their   thoughts   on   expansion   to   cities  
within   the   Santa   Fe   Springs   service   area,   including   Whittier,   La   Mirada,   Norwalk,   Bellflower,   and  
South   Gate,   as   well   as   to   cities   outside   the   service   area,   including   Torrance   and   Long   Beach.  
Their   responses   suggest   two   different   models:    1)   City-based   expansion   and   2)   Service   Area  
expansion.  

City-based   Expansion.      This   model   duplicates   the   DCC   Model   in   2-3   additional   cities.  
Torrance,   which   is   outside   of   the   Santa   Fe   Springs   service   area,   was   one   city   that   was   initially   in  
the   discussion   because   of   an   active   faith-based   group   of   churches   there   that   could   form   the  
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centerpiece   of   a   collaborative   effort.    A   member   of   the   DCC   has   contacts   in   Torrance   who   work  
for   the   local   school   district,   and   this   member   has   offered   to   facilitate   introductions   to   me   and   to  
the   DCC   Model.    The   former   DCFS   Regional   Administrator   of   the   Santa   Fe   Springs   offices   had  
also   offered   her   assistance   in   reaching   out   to   the   Regional   Administrator   in   the   DCFS   Torrance  
Regional   office   as   well.  

In   addition,   DCC   members   brought   up   the   idea   of   expanding   to   other   cities   within   the  
DCFS   Santa   Fe   Springs   service   area.    The   City   of   South   Gate   was   mentioned   quite   often   by   DCFS  
staff   and   administrators   because   of   the   high   number   of   child   abuse   hotline   calls   and   cases   they  
manage   in   the   City   of   South   Gate.    Whittier,   Norwalk,   Bellflower,   and   La   Mirada   were   other   cities  
that   were   mentioned   as   well.    Since   all   of   these   cities   are   in   the   Santa   Fe   Springs   service   area,  
many   of   the   DCC   members   have   contacts   in   most   of   these   cities,   which   would   facilitate   this  
expansion   into   these   cities.    In   this   city-based   expansion   model,   the   DCC   Model   could   be  
duplicated   in   the   City   of   Torrance   and   in   two   additional   cities   within   the   Santa   Fe   Springs   office  
service   area.   Instead   of   creating   two   additional   monthly   meetings   for   DCFS   Santa   Fe   Springs  
office   staff,   we   could   incorporate   the   additional   cities   into   the   DCC.    The   DCFS   Torrance   office  
would   have   a   new   monthly   meeting   of   their   collaborative.  

Santa   Fe   Springs   Office-based   Expansion.      As   the   interviews   continued,   an   alternative  
model   began   to   take   shape--an   "enhanced   DCC-model"   that   would   add   the   remaining   ten   cities   in  
the   Santa   Fe   Springs   office   service   area   to   the   DCC   and   would   continue   to   meet   monthly.    This  
model   would   allow   us   to   pilot   this   expansion   in   the   Santa   Fe   Springs   Regional   Office   1)   to   build  
upon   the   networking   strength   of   the   DCC   to   invite   and   convene   participants   among   the   local  
school   districts,   city   governments,   county   departments,   state   and   federal   governments,   nonprofits,  
faith-based   organizations,   and   private   companies,   all   important   and   necessary   stakeholders   to  
convene   a   collaborative   like   the   DCC,   from   existing   contacts;   2)   to   expand   the   capabilities   of   the  
DCC   to   meet   the   additional   needs   of   DCFS   children   and   families   and   address   the   additional   goals  
and   objectives   of   DCFS;   3)   to   address   the   need   for   support   and   resources   for   children   and   families  
in   the   City   of   South   Gate;   and   4)   to   fully   explore   the   potential   of   this   collaborative   model   to   be  
replicated   in   other   DCFS   Regional   Offices   throughout   Los   Angeles   County.  

Convening   an   Enhanced   DCC  

Mayor   Rodriguez   has   made   the   commitment   to   convene   the   initial   meeting   of   the  
expanded   collaborative   in   Downey,   whether   it   is   City-Based   or   a   Service-Area   Based.    Upon  
securing   the   commitment   of   additional   cities   to   the   purpose   of   collaborative,   the   new,   expanded  
collaborative   will   consider,   with   primary   input   from   DCFS,   its   objectives   and   operating  
procedures.  
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SUMMARY  

The   DCC's   unique   coalition   of   public,   private,   nonprofit,   and   faith-based   organizations   and   its  
team   approach   to   addressing   the   needs   of   DCFS   children   and   families   is   a   prevention   program   that  
is   consistent   with   and   expands   the   prevention   efforts   of   Los   Angeles   County.    While   Prevention  
and   Aftercare   Networks   focus   on   empowering   families   and   connect   them   to   services   and   resources  
in   the   community,   the   DCC   Model   identifies   and   assembles   the   community   resources   that   can   be  
delivered   directly   to   families   to   empower   them.    The   members   of   the   DCC   are   enthusiastic   about  
expanding   the   influence   of   the   DCC   to   provide   additional   support   to   children   and   families  
throughout   the   DCFS   Santa   Fe   Springs   Regional   Service   Area.   
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